Accepts existing **60 ton** U-type dies  
Max. connector diameter : Approx. 60mm

### SPECIFICATIONS
- Ram stroke : 38.5 mm
- Oil volume required : 303 cc
- Force at die face : 540 kN (60 short ton) at 68.5Mpa (10,000 PSI) of oil pressure

### SIZE
- 146 (Dia) x 450 (H) mm with Ground stand

### WEIGHT
- 22.0 kg

### ACCESSORIES
- Steel carrying case, Ground stand
- Option : Die adapter for 12 ton U-type dies

### FEATURES
The EP-60S compression head was designed as a portable tool for installing compression sleeves and terminals for transmission construction and maintenance work.

It operates in any position and gives 540 kN of working force to accept commercial compression joints used for transmission construction.

### REMARKS
Dies are sold separately.
- * Accepts all dies used for Alcoa, 60 ton compressors
- * Specify the manufacturer’s die and connector numbers
- * Portable and light weight
- * Detachable ground stand as a standard accessory
- * Large handle for easy carrying
- * Single acting hydraulic pump required.